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ABSTRACT
Virtually all of the rapidly increasing data tra�c consumed
by mobile users requires some kind of processing, normally
performed at cloud servers. A recent thrust, mobile edge
computing, moves such processing to servers within the cel-
lular mobile network. The large temporal and spatial varia-
tions to which mobile data usage is subject could make the
reduced latency that edge clouds o↵er come at an unaccept-
able cost in redundant and underutilized infrastructure. We
present some first empirical results on this question, based
on large scale sampled crowd-sourced traces from several
major cities spanning multiple operators and identifying the
applications in use. We find opportunities to obtain both
high server utilization and low application latency, but the
best approaches will depend on the individual network op-
erator’s deployment strategy and geographic specifics of the
cities we study.

1. INTRODUCTION
All Internet tra�c is generated through one or (typically)

more processing steps. Videos, as an example, are transcoded
to fit the device that will play them; web pages are added
customized advertisement and location-specific content; so-
cial networking pages are essentially assembled on-the-fly
based on the user’s identity and location.

Traditionally, all this processing was performed by the in-
dividual content providers (e.g., YouTube) within their own
premises. More recently, the bulk of the processing has been
moved to Internet-based clouds. Mobile edge computing
(MEC) is an emerging paradigm that envisions moving cloud
services (i.e., the servers) as close to mobile users as possi-
ble. Under the MEC approach, cloud servers would not be
hosted at centralized datacenters but rather within the mo-
bile network itself, from backhaul nodes to base stations [1].
MEC improves service latency (intuitively, it takes a shorter
time to reach a nearby server) and reduces the load on core
networks (less data is transferred to/from the Internet).

One potential drawback of MEC is server utilization: intu-
itively, if we deploy many small servers, they are more likely
to be underutilized than fewer, larger ones. Servers cover-
ing wider areas can exploit the fact that tra�c demand at
di↵erent locations is not synchronized in time, will support
a larger number of users, and thus attain a higher average
utilization.

Unlike other technologies, adopting MEC is not a binary,
all-or-nothing decision; instead, network operators can de-
cide how much MEC they would like. No MEC at all is
the present-day cloud computing scenario. Pushing MEC

to the extreme could mean deploying servers at each cel-
lular base station, literally as close to users as they can be.
For applications engaged with uniquely local or very popular
information, this would give the best performance, but its
e�ciency for the wider range of mobile applications is ques-
tionable. Intermediate options are possible, feasible, and
indeed likely to work better than either extreme.

Knowledge of the tra�c demand and its variations over
time, space, and applications is critical in order to estab-
lish the relationship between MEC and server utilization.
Reliable demand information is surprisingly hard to obtain,
as mobile network operators consider such data highly sensi-
tive. Even when this information is disclosed to researchers[2,
3], it normally includes only one mobile operator and/or only
a limited geographical area.

In this paper, we overcome these limitations by leveraging
a set of large-scale, real-world, crowd-sourced traces, coming
from the users of the We-Fi app [4]. Unlike traces provided
by mobile operators themselves, our traces include multiple
mobile networks, multiple network technologies, and mul-
tiple cities. Furthermore, they report mobile tra�c on a
per-application basis: this allows us to explore whether or
not all applications and types of tra�c lend themselves to
MEC-style processing to the same extent.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:

• the usage of real-world, crowd-sourced traces to study
the relationship between the extent to which the MEC
paradigm is embraced and the resulting average server
utilization and latency;

• proposing a methodology to combine deployment and
demand information to obtain latency and server uti-
lization estimates;

• presenting numeric results, spanning multiple cities,
mobile operators, and applications.

Our study is qualitative in nature. It is based on a sampling,
not on complete traces of all tra�c. And, as detailed in Sec.
Sec. 4 below, we have not attempted to map the amount of
tra�c to process into the exact CPU and memory require-
ments involved.

We begin by reviewing related work in Sec. 2. Then, we
present our traces in Sec. 3 and describe our methodology
in Sec. 4. After presenting our numeric results in Sec. 5, we
conclude the paper in Sec. 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Our study is connected to three main categories of prior

work: works presenting real-world mobile traces and datasets;
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works studying mobile edge computing; works doing the lat-
ter using the first.

Many real-world traces come from volunteers, e.g., the
MIT Reality Project [5] and the Nokia Mobile Challenge [6].
These traces include a great deal of valuable information;
their main shortcoming is the limited number of partici-
pants (in the case of the Nokia Mobile Challenge, around
two hundred). This scale is adequate to study, for exam-
ple, user mobility or encounter patterns; however, studying
a whole cellular network requires information about many
more users. Mobile operators are typically reluctant to re-
lease demand and deployment information to the scientific
community. An exception is represented by the Data For
Development dataset by Orange [2], including mobility infor-
mation for 50,000 users in Ivory Coast, as well as CDR (call-
detail record) information for phone calls and SMS mes-
sages. However, the Orange trace only includes voice calls
and SMS, and is severely restricted by heavy anonymization
– each ID encountered gets a new coded identity for each
“ego site” to which they are a neighbor. In other cases [3]
mobile operators do release demand or deployment infor-
mation to individual research teams under non-disclosure
agreements; however, these traces typically include only one
operator and/or only one city.

Mobile-edge computing has been recently introduced [7]
as a way to move “the cloud”, i.e., the servers processing
mobile tra�c, closer to users, thus reducing the latency and
load of networks. Network Function Virtualization is widely
regarded to as an enabling technology for MEC (see, e.g.,[8]).
Recent works have studied the radio techniques needed to
enable MEC [9], its relationship to the Internet-of-things [10]
and context-aware, next-generation networks [11]. Closer
to our scenario, the authors of [12] study how caches and
servers should be placed in the network as its load changes
over time. With regard to MEC and caching, a prominent
application is mobile video streaming. As an example, [13,
14] account for layered video coding techniques, and address
the problem of placing the right layers at the right cache –
with [13] also accounting for cooperation between operators.
Other works [15, 16] aim at foreseeing the content demand,
in order to proactively populate caches or serve users.

Not many works exist that combine real-world traces and
mobile edge computing. Among the most recent ones, [1] stud-
ies the price (in terms of additional infrastructure) of deploy-
ing caches within the cellular core network. Compared to
this study, [1] only focuses on caching and vehicular tra�c,
and it only considers the dataset for the city of Los Angeles.

3. INPUT DATA
WeFi [4] is an Android app providing its users with in-

formation on nearby Wi-Fi access points, including their
speed, encryption type, and level of reliability. In order to
obtain such a service, WeFi users agree to disclose informa-
tion about their location and activity, including the connec-
tions available to their mobile phones and the apps active
on them.

These data represent a valuable snapshot of how networks
and their users behave in the real world. In our paper, we
use three datasets, relative to the American cities of Atlanta,
Los Angeles, and San Francisco. Their main features are
summarized in Tab. 1.

For each user, a new record is generated every time that
one of the following happens: (i) a one-hour period expires;

Table 1: Our datasets.
Atlanta Los An-

geles
San Fran-
cisco

Time of collection Oct.
2014

Oct.
2014

Mar.
2015

Covered area [km2] 55⇥ 66 46⇥ 73 14⇥ 11
Total tra�c [TB] 9.34 35.61 9.18
Number of records 13 mil-

lion
81 mil-
lion

60 mil-
lion

Unique users 9,203 64,386 14,018
Unique cells 12,615 36,09 14,728

(ii) the user location changes; (iii) the user switches between
apps; (iv) the smartphone switches between networks.

Each record of each dataset contains information on (i)
time; (ii) (anonymized) user identity; (iii) GPS position;
(iv) mobile operator, current cell ID and location area code
(LAC); (v) app considered; (vi) amount of uploaded and
downloaded data.

These traces are especially suitable to the kind of analysis
we need to perform, for three main reasons:

• they come from multiple cities, and therefore multiple
tra�c profiles and network topologies;

• they include multiple network operators, with di↵erent
deployment strategies and types of infrastructure (e.g.,
micro- vs. macro-cells);

• they contain information on the app generating each
tra�c flow.

We are therefore able to obtain results that are both real-
istic, as they come from real-world traces, and general, as
they are obtained for a wide variety of geographic locations,
mobile operators, and apps. These objectives are typically
conflicting, e.g., theoretic models typically lack realism while
using a single trace can yield scarcely general results.

4. METHODOLOGY

4.1 Proxy metrics
Our high-level goal is to characterize the possible trade-

o↵s between application latency and server utilization in
next-generation, MEC-based cellular networks. In order to
directly estimate these tradeo↵s, we would need a very de-
tailed knowledge of the networks themselves, including the
core network topology, the type of servers that mobile op-
erators can deploy, and the kind of processing each type
of tra�c requires. Regrettably, this information is unavail-
able, for two obvious reasons. First, mobile operators do
not disclose their core topologies. Second, our objective is
to understand how in-network data processing will a↵ect fu-
ture applications in next-generation networks, not present-
day ones, so we will have to extrapolate and look for trends,
without worrying about the fine details of present systems.

The most popular way of working around the first of these
issues is guesswork, relying on best-practice core topolo-
gies [17, 1] and randomly assigning in-network processing
steps to tra�c flows [17].

We opt for a di↵erent approach, and identify two proxy
metrics that we can extract directly from our datasets, with-
out the need for further assumptions. As a proxy for latency,
we consider the distance between the base stations and the
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servers processing their tra�c, since delays will depend most
strongly on the number of network steps over which the
data must pass. Similarly we characterize the e↵ectiveness
of server deployment and utilization through an e�ciency
metric, defined as ratio between the average and peak tra�c
processed by said servers. We extract these metrics through
a four-step process, as detailed in Sec. 4.2.

It is important to point out that tra�c itself is, in a way,
used as a proxy metric. Indeed, we discuss the dimension-
ing and utilization of servers based on the amount of tra�c
(in bytes) they have to serve; however, capabilities of real-
world servers are defined as a combination of CPU power,
RAM, and storage capacity. Translating amounts of tra�c
into CPU and RAM requirements would require a precise
knowledge of the processing needed by each type of tra�c.
At that level of detail, one should also consider supporting
di↵erent types of applications at di↵erent depths in the net-
work, depending on the degree to which the data required is
local and needed only close to a single base station, widely
popular and used throughout the region, or individual and
used both locally and infrequently. These sorts of issues lie
outside the scope of our study. Finally, although 3G and
LTE tra�c are distinguished in our traces, we have com-
bined their tra�c for this analysis.

4.2 Processing steps

Base stations. Base stations are the interface between mo-
bile networks and their users; therefore, knowing their posi-
tion is of fundamental importance. Since this information is
not directly included in our traces, we need to reconstruct
it. To this end, we leverage two of the fields included in
each record: the ID of the cell serving each user, and the
user location.

More precisely, we associate to each cell a coverage area,
corresponding to the convex hull of the locations of all users
reporting being served by the cell itself. The base station
serving each cell is located at the average of the coordinates
of all users served by the cell itself, weighted by the amount
of tra�c they consume. This has the high-level e↵ect of
minimizing the distance between users and the base stations
serving them.

Traffic. The next step deals with the tra�c generated by
users of each base station, for each day and hour. This
information is readily available from our trace, so no special
processing is needed. In addition to the total figures, we also
keep track of the tra�c coming from especially significant
applications, identified from their clients running on mobile
phones:

• Facebook (client COM.FACEBOOK.KATANA);

• YouTube (client COM.GOOGLE.ANDROID.YOUTUBE);

• Google Maps (client COM.GOOGLE.ANDROID.APPS.MAPS).

Clustering. As we mentioned, embracing the MEC paradigm
is a continuous, rather than binary, decision. At one extreme
of the spectrum, we can deploy one server for each base sta-
tion; at the other, one server would serve the whole area
under study. Adopting intermediate solutions corresponds
to adjusting the set of base stations whose tra�c is processed
by each server.

We map this process to clustering, where each cluster cor-
responds to a server processing the tra�c from one or more
base stations. Specifically, we use a hierarchical, bottom-up
clustering strategy known as the Voorhees algorithm [18], as
implemented in the well-kown SciPy library (http://scipy.
org).

The algorithm begins by assigning to each point its own
singleton cluster. At each subsequent iteration:

1. for each pair of clusters, we compute an inter-cluster
distance, defined as the maximum over all pairs of
points such that the first point belongs to the first
cluster and the second point to the second cluster;

2. if the minimum inter-cluster distance exceeds a thresh-
old d

max

, the algorithm terminates;
3. otherwise, the two clusters with the minimum inter-

site distance are merged together, and we move to the
next iteration.

The resulting clustering corresponds to our MEC network
design. Each cluster is no wider than d

max

, is supported by
one server, and the points belonging to that cluster are the
base stations whose tra�c is processed at the server. The
parameter d

max

that we provide to the Voorhees algorithm is
the first of our proxy variables: shorter distances correspond
to lower latency, and vice versa.

Efficiency. The second proxy variable is the e�ciency we
observe with a certain clustering. This value is obtained as
follows:

1. for each server, we consider the total tra�c of the base
stations it serves;

2. the maximum of such tra�c over time represents the
peak load the server must be dimensioned for;

3. the average of such tra�c corresponds to the average
load of the server;

4. the e�ciency is the ratio of the average and to the peak
load.

Our e�ciency proxy metric would coincide with the actual
server utilization if the servers’ computational capabilities
were dimensioned in such a way to match their peak load.
In practical cases server capabilities exceed their peak load,
so our e�ciency metric is slightly optimistic. 100% e�ciency
is attained when the average load coincides with the peak
load, i.e., when a server is always utilized at its maximum
capacity. Servers that are underutilized for most of the time,
instead, have e�ciency values close to 0.

4.3 Discussion
Our methodology relies on proxy metrics, and this has the

obvious disadvantage that our conclusions cannot be used
to quantitatively study the impact of MEC. On the positive
side, the qualitative conclusions we draw are not tainted by
assumptions that cannot be verified or by unavoidable, edu-
cated guesses. Furthermore, our proxy metrics are strongly
correlated to the original objectives of our study. While
there are many factors a↵ecting latency, the distance (in
terms of both space and network nodes) between clients and
servers is a major one. Similarly, the primary means of im-
proving server utilization is to maximize the ratio between
their average and peak load, i.e., our e�ciency proxy metric.

Also notice that in all our steps we consider the networks
of each mobile operator separately, as this allows us to ascer-
tain whether their deployment and demand are so di↵erent
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Clustering in San Francisco: number of clusters created as a function of the maximum distance d

max

(a); average number of base stations per cluster (b); location of the clusters created for T-Mobile when d

ax

=
1000 m (c). For clarity, in (c) we show the convex hull of the base stations in each cluster, not the coverage
areas.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: E�ciency as a function of d

max

for Atlanta (a); Los Angeles (b); San Francisco (c).

that they react in di↵erent ways to MEC. Notice however
that several sources [3, 13] expect that mobile operators (and
content providers) will cooperate with each other in order
to further improve their networks.

5. NUMERIC RESULTS
We start by getting some additional insights on the clus-

tering process and the role of its parameters, in Sec. 5.1.
Then, Sec. 5.2 presents the relationship between the max-
imum distance d

max

and our e�ciency proxy metric across
di↵erent cities and mobile operators. Finally, in Sec. 5.3
we go into further detail, by looking at tra�c coming from
di↵erent applications.

5.1 The clustering process
Fig. 1 provides us with some insight on how the clustering

process above works, and especially on the role of the d

max

parameter1. At first sight, Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) show
nothing surprising: as the maximum distance increases, i.e.,
clusters can become bigger, we tend to create fewer of them
(Fig. 1(a)) and clusters tend to include more base stations
(Fig. 1(b)). It is, however, worth noticing the three lines
in each of the two plots, referring to three di↵erent mobile
operators. What we observe are clear, major di↵erences
between operators, sometimes a factor of three or four. This
is due to the fact that, although all operators serve the whole
area under study, they do so through substantially di↵erent

1The plots in Fig. 1 are obtained for the San Francisco trace;
the other traces under study yielded similar results.

deployment strategies. For instance, Verizon has fewer base
stations than other operators, each covering a wider area.

This further confirms the intuition that the e↵ect of mov-
ing towards the MEC paradigm will be di↵erent for di↵erent
mobile operators, and any decision in this respect should be
made on a case-by-case basis. It also stresses the importance
of real-world traces as a tool to study the operation and evo-
lution of mobile networks – especially if, as in our case, the
traces include information for multiple mobile operators.

Finally, Fig. 1(c) reminds us of an important feature of
our methodology. Clustering decisions are made solely on
the grounds of the position of base stations, not their tra�c.
This corresponds to a real-world situation where servers are
deployed based on connectivity considerations, and their fea-
tures (e.g., memory and CPU) are dimensioned taking into
account the tra�c they will have to process.

5.2 Server utilization
We now move to studying server utilization, through our

e�ciency proxy metric: Fig. 2 studies how the average2e�ciency
changes throughout cities and mobile operators. Consis-
tently with the well-known fact that present-day cellular
networks are overprovisioned [19, 3], we can observe that
server utilization is always quite low, with an e�ciency lower
than 50% even when the clusters have become fairly large.

The other insight we obtain from Fig. 2 is quite surprising:
the highest e�ciency values are attained for the low values
of d

max

, not higher ones. This contrasts with our expecta-

2Note that we average the overall e�ciency over clusters,
weighting each resulting cluster equally.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: How MEC can improve server utilization: toy example (a); distribution of the peak load across
cells in San Francisco (b); distribution of the ratio between peak loads of neighboring cells (c).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Evolution of our e�ciency metric as a function of the maximum distance for di↵erent types of
tra�c for T-Mobile in Atlanta (a); Los Angeles (b); San Francisco (c).

tion and intuition and seems to suggest that embracing the
MEC paradigm allows us to reduce the latency and improve
server utilization.

While this is undeniably good news, understanding the
reason for this e↵ect deserves some more careful analysis.
The reason for the discrepancy between our intuition and
the results shown in Fig. 2 lies in an implicit assumption we
made, i.e., that the peak loads of di↵erent base stations were
similar or at least comparable.

Consider, instead, the case of Fig. 3(a), where the yellow
base station has a much higher peak load than the others,
yet each has a similar average load. If we serve all three base
stations with the same server, such a server would have a
15% utilization. Serving that load with separate servers, in-
stead, yields a combined utilization of 21%. In other words,
if the peak load of base stations being served by the same
server is too di↵erent, then server utilization might decrease
as a result.

Fig. 3(a) suggests one possible explanation for the results
we observe in Fig. 2; we now have to verify whether that
is indeed the case using our real-world traces. Fig. 3(b)
shows the distribution of the peak load for di↵erent base
stations in San Francisco (results for other cities are omitted
for brevity). We can observe that the x-scale in Fig. 3(b)
spans multiple orders of magnitude: base stations whose
peak loads are as di↵erent as the ones in Fig. 3(a) (and in-
deed, much more) are very common in our traces. However,
we still do not know if base stations with wildly di↵erent
peak loads tend to be close to each other, i.e., to end up in
the same cluster. To this end, we consider all pairs of neigh-
boring cells, and study the ratio between their peak loads.

This allows us to determine whether cells served by the same
server have similar peak loads or very di↵erent ones (as in
Fig. 3(a)). In Fig. 3(c), we take into account all pairs of
neighboring base stations (i.e., base stations whose cover-
age areas overlap), and plot the distribution of the ratios
between their peak loads: we can clearly see that, given a
cell, we have a 60% probability that it will have at least one
neighbor whose peak load is more than two orders of magni-
tude apart, i.e., 100 times higher or lower. Apparently, the
situation exemplified in Fig. 3(a) is very common.

It is important to remark that, when the distance d

max

becomes very high, we do indeed observe an improvement in
the server utilization, as reported in Fig. 2. This is the e↵ect
we were expecting earlier, the one we were expecting: that
combining base stations would smooth workload fluctuations
and improve server utilization.

5.3 Applications
Di↵erent types of tra�c have di↵erent latency require-

ments, and therefore the same latency/utilization trade-o↵
could be acceptable for an application (e.g., Internet-of-
things) and unacceptable for another (e.g., gaming). For
this reason, content providers are often envisioned [3] to de-
ploy their own core and/or access infrastructure in oder to
serve their own users. This leads to the question of whether
some types of tra�c are more suitable than others to being
processed in a MEC fashion. Thanks to the fact that our
real-world traces include information on the actual appli-
cations active on the users’ devices, we can answer such a
question.

Fig. 4 summarizes how server utilization changes across
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types of tra�c and cities (plots are for T-Mobile; other op-
erators have a similar behavior). A first aspect we notice is
that there are significant di↵erences between cities, a further
reminder that MEC decisions ought to be made on a case-
by-case basis. We also notice that YouTube tra�c seems to
consistently perform slightly better than the others. Keep-
ing Fig. 3 in mind, we can recall that YouTube sessions tend
to be more homogeneous in size than other types of appli-
cations, as they all involve playing videos. This is especially
good news considering that video services like YouTube are
considered to be among those in direst need of in-network,
MEC-style processing.

It is also important to point out the “random” curves,
where real-world tra�c is replaced by random values, se-
lected with uniform probability between 0 and the maximum
value we observe in the traces: they always correspond to
a much higher value of the e�ciency metric than real traf-
fic. Indeed, assigning tra�c at random makes it possible
to attain all the gains we would intuitively expect, while
at the same time minimizing the likelihood of e↵ects such
as the one in Fig. 3(a) – which results in an unrealistically
optimistic estimation of server utilization. This serves as a
further reminder of the importance of real-world traces as a
tool to study real-world networks.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We address a MEC scenario, where cloud servers are moved

from the Internet to mobile networks themselves, close to
the users whose tra�c they process. We studied the trade-
o↵ between reduced latency – one of the main advantages
of embracing the MEC paradigm – and lower server utiliza-
tion – one of its potential drawbacks. To this end, we em-
ployed a set of large-scale, real-world, crowd-sourced traces,
described in Sec. 3. As detailed in Sec. 4, we carried our
study out using two proxy metrics that can be extracted
directly from the traces themselves, allowing us to dispense
with any further assumption.

Contrary to our initial intuition, our results (Sec. 5) show
that MEC is able to yield both a short latency and a very
high server utilization. We found the main reason for this to
be the very di↵erent peak loads of di↵erent cells, including
neighboring ones, whose tra�c is likely to be processed by
the same server.

We plan to extend our work by replacing the Voorhees
algorithm with a custom-made clustering strategy, also ac-
counting for the server utilization resulting from aggregation
decisions.
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